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Volume CIV

Jazz Ensemble performs one last time

Intruder Caught
by YALMAN ONARAN
The Wooster police have arrested an individual who has accepted
responsibility for a number of
thefts in college dorms and intrusions to student rooms and
over the past couple of
weeks. The accused, a Wooster
city citizen, admitted committing
the transgressions after being arrested for other offenses off campus.
The incidents the accused has
admitted to include thefts in
Compton Hall, rooms 318 and
206 on Feb. 18, Holden Hall,
room 205 on Feb. 22 and Westminster House, room 102 on Feb.
25, the intrusions to restrooms in
the third floor of Douglass on
Feb.26, the third floor of Babcock
on Feb. 26 and the first floor of
Wagner on Mar. 1, and entering a
student room in Bissman on Mar.
rest-roo-

26. The Wooster police and the
campus security have been investigating the matter together for
several weeks. The Wooster Police declined to comment further
on the case, as it is an ongoing

ms

investigation.

.

Ken Plusquellcc, the Dean of
Students, who reported this information to The Voice, said, "I'm
delighted that the cooperation between the College of Wooster Security and the Wooster Police has
helped to bring a resolution to
these problems which have existed on campus. However, it is important that students continue to
lock their rooms and maintain the
security of their residence halls in
order to protect themselves from
incidents that could occur in the
future."

A.C.C. clears files
disk backups on
at 9 a.m. on
start
will
VAX
the
Tuesday, May 10, 1988. This
backup does not include any student ' accounts (personal, course,
IS, etc.). The information in all
student accounts will be unrecoverable after this date.
However, it is possible to save
information currently in a Junior
IS account for use during Senior
IS, or to save information in a
Senior IS account for future use by
a department. If you want to save
End-of-the-y-

ear

any of the Junior or Senior IS

in-

formation, please contact Lee
Schultz, Taylor 202 (x2804). before 5 p.m. May 3. 1988 to make
arrangements for this.
Faculty, staff, and departmental
accounts will be backed up to
tape and thus will not be lost
from the disk.
The VAX will have limited
1988.
availability May
Disk backups, software updates,
and other system events will be
taking place at that time.
10-1-

3,
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The College of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble, under the direction of
Jeff Lindbcrg, will present its final performance of the school
year on Friday, Apr. 8, at 7:30
p.m. in McGaw Chapel. Featured
will be two vocalists, Alicia Carter and Robert Johnson, department of music voice professor.
They will perform songs made famous by Nat "King" Cole and Ella
Fitzgerald, including "Walking
My Baby Back Home," "You've
Changed." "Deed I Do." and oth-

ers.
Making his first appearance
with the Wooster Jazz Ensemble,
Johnson has soloed extensively
ensemd
with such
bles as the Cleveland Orchestra,
the Chicago Symphony, the Duke
Ellington Orchestra, the London
Philharmonic, and the Boston
He has also perSymphony.
formed leading roles with the opera companies of Chicago Lyric.
New York City, and San Francisco, just to name a few.
Junior Alicia Carter, a student of
Johnson, is making her third appearance with the Jazz Ensemble.

W

world-renowne-

N.1

1

1

ROBERT JOHNSON

1

ALICIA CARTER
The Wooster Jazz Combo is
also included on the program.
"Del Sasser," by Cannonball
and "Nuttville," by Horace
Silver, are among the selections
to be performed.
There is no admission charge
for this conceit.

The Jazz Ensemble will perform

--

.;

a tribute to composerarranger Gil
Evans, who passed away on Mar.
18 at the age of 75. Mile Davis'
"Maidens of Cadiz," arranged by
Evans, will feature senior trumpeter Brian McCreath, from Fort
Worth. Texas.

Ad-dcrl- cy

Take Five at Freedlander Theatre
On Sunday, April 10, the directing JJ class will present a day of
one-aplays starting at 2 p.m.
The plays are as follows:
2 p.m.: Line by Isrcal Horovitz
directed by David Connover (last
seen in The Woolgatherers last
spring). Line is a fast paced and
free wheeling play about the
struggle to be number-one- .
3 p.m.: A Need for Drussel
Sprouts by Murry Schisgal directed by Julie Shargel (last seen in
Talking With). A Need for Brus-sSprouts is definitely not your
typical boy meets girl type of romantic comedy. For one thing,
she's a cop and he's being given a
ticket
4 p.m. The Lover by Harold
Pinter directed by Ellen Muse (last
seen in Talking With and Ah,
Wilderness). The Lover brings a
new twist to romance as the double lives of a prim and proper
couple are revealed.
7 pjn. The Bald Soprano by
Eugene Ionesco directed by Ray
Inkel (desigener for Blues for Mister Charlie). The Bald Soprano is
a play tetering on the brink of
chaos and then it falls right in.
ct

8 p.m.

I Blue? by Beth

Am

Henley directed by Caty DcWalt
(directed Talking With and appeared in Ah Wilderness). The
night is grey; the boy is blue until he meets a technicolor kleptomaniac.
The plays will be presented in
Freedlander Theatre. No tickets

are necessary. Performances are
free and open to the public. Audience members may view all five
shows or just a few of them.
All members of the directing II
class are theatre majors and are
producing these plays under the
guidance of Aiinetta G. Jefferson.
-
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Banner hung above Lowry Center entrance to mark South
(Photo by Margaret Lydecker)
Africa day
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Douglas from Douglass
by DOUG FOWLER

As I opened my book with the

lists of classes for the next
school year, I realized one of the
things that make college so
class names.
No more of this boring science,
math, and English schedule. Now
I have animal behavior and calculus for social sciences in my repertoire.
It's important to have
those specific subjects as well,
because you might want to appear
on Jeopardy one night and have

spc-cial-t- hc

o

answer

question:

this

"Describe how a bee shows its
hivemates where the best flowers
arc."
Let's leaf through here and sec
what else you can take. There is
actually a course on frisbec. Gee,
you can go home now and tell
your folks you majored in phys.
cd. and took frisbec as part of the
curriculum. What I'd love to sec
is the I.S. that might appear out
of this. One I.S. project might be
to toss those
toys
back and forth on the roofs of
campus buildings, where the air is
y
rcSlly fierce. And wc laugh at
Case Western students who
drop eggs from a seventh floor
building without breaking them.
What fun!!
Up until this year, one could
study "major writers" of one era or
another. This year they have finally begun to study minor writers
such as Elmer P. McGilicuddy who
is probably just as interesting as
Shakespeare as far as his life and
(Elmer doesn't exinspirations.
ist, but weren't you curious just
for a mocmcnt?) Sure, good old
Shakespeare is much more famous,
but we all know about his works.
What would be great would be to
dwell on one totally obscure author who wrote an okay book.
pic-shap-

ed

sil-l-

What inspired him? What was he
like? Did he succeed elsewhere?
What was his favorite color?
These things make real, ordinary
people seem just like you and me,
rather than like famous past au-

thors.
But, gadzooks (whatever that
means), they have an English
course titled March 2, 1667! I'm
glad I saw that or I really would'vc
freaked out if a friend told me he
was taking March 2nd, 1667.
"Good grief!" I would have exclaimed, "you must have had some
harrowing I.S. You are 321 years
late for class! If you're taking
any classes before 1900 you arc
behind the times. And I'm talking
so far back, the rest of the world
can't leave you in its tracks because they've vanished!"
Of course, this brings up an intriguing concept. Suppose wc had
a time machine and could examine
this type of specialized course
work. How about a history course
entitled December 7, 1941? Or an
economics course called March 4,
1933.
The only problem is that I can't
find anything of note that happened in the world on March 2,
1667. This is what I term an average day-th- c
kind with so little
news that Dan Rather leads off the
evening news with a story on the
anniversary of band-aidIt does
have possibilities, however. Picture these classes, if you will.
April 29. 1487, a day in the life
of the average absolute monarch.
Switch those around and you have
April 24. 1987. a day in the life
of the average monarch butterfly.
Other thoughts may include the
thought processes that go into
baking a cake, or, more appropriately, the processes involved in
s.

writing these articles. A semester
could be spent studying at 13th
century Oxford, and I.S. projects
could include, if an art major,
picking out paint for Michaelan-gcl- o
to use.
Yes, class names are certainly
fascinating, now that I am in college. Not only that, but they are
Take
much more specialized.
heart, though, because 1:25 p.m.,
January 10. 1802 isn't likely to
be required soon. And if April 1,
1988 ever becomes a class name,
you just might have your name
mentioned in it.

The Trek Continues
Hiking

has

its

ups

downs

and

2
Yesterday was my longest day.
I hiked nearly 24 miles in less
than 10 hours. Today was a fast
day. I hiked a little more than 12
miles in under 5 hours. Now that
I have arrived in Hot Springs, my
point, and taken a
first drop-of- f
shower, I feel great. You'd feel
great loo, if you took a shower after 13 days without taking one. I
got a
of beer in the mail
today from a couple who read my
entry on a piece of paper that was
dangling from a nail in Gooch
Gap shelter back in Georgia. I
might have a "snack" or two toYou would too, it you
night.
hadn't had one in almost a month.
I am glad to be out of the Smokies even though they were beautiful, because I found it difficult to
get out of my sleeping bag in 20
degree weather. It is warmer now
and I am moving on.
Josh "Kazoo" McKain 90
Josh McKain is hiking the
Appalachian trail this semester.
6-pa-

ck
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Sloan remembers the
Holocaust with "Sophie"
experiences of elderly Jews.
As part of the Holocaust Commemoration, the Jewish Student
Association has sponsored Sloan
in her portrayal of "Sophie."
Yom Hashoah, which occurs this
year on April 14 is internationally recognized as the day to remember the victims of the Holocaust. It was established on the
day of the Jewish uprising in the
Warsaw ghettos during WWII. It
is this which is kept in mind as
one views the Holocaust's effect
on "Sophie" and the direction of
her life.
Dr. Peter Roff, Coordinator of
the Jewish Student Association on
campus is highly impressed by
her past performances. Her work
keeps an important part of world
history alive, for "if people chose
to forget," says Dr. Roff, "they
die a second time." Sloan's characterization uses comedy with a
serious undercurrent, making the
humanness, and therefore the horror, of the Holocaust experience
that much more powerful.
Sloan's "Sophie" will be presented on April 11 at 7:30 p.m.
in Gault Auditorium in the Scheide
Music Center. All are welcome.

by MARIE KILBANE
Picture a thoughtful and wise
elderly Jewish woman relaying
memories of a vivid, bittersweet
life, and one has a multidimensional human character named
"Sophie". The creation of Judy
Sloan, "Sophie" is a major character in her one woman show entitled "Responding to Chaos".
Sloan has travelled throughout
the United States presenting her
series of characters, and it is
"Sophie" that stands out in its development and significance.
Sloan developed this character
from over 100 interviews of elderly Jewish nursing home and hospital patients in the Connecticut
area. She has taken the oral history of these people, transforming
them into "Sophie." In an interview for the New York Times she
says that her work on "Sophie"
"has gotten more and more important to her as a person, as a Jew,
because I found out more and more
She has
about my family."
worked to expand and develop a
public archive in New Haven with
the purpose of maintaining the

Molefi K. Asanti's lecture, "Africentricity:
History and Crisis in Higher Education" has
been rescheduled for Monday, April 11,
8:15 p.m., in Freedlander Theatre
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The Student Alumni Association

Shanti, ISA, and IPO raise cultural awareness
by SARAH SPIER and
TRONDPEERSON
The new Shanli house program
is working in cooperation with
the Office of International Student
Affairs and the International Programs Office to increase
exchange and the better
integration of the College campus. By working through a wide
variety of programs it is hoped
that Wooster students will become
more aware of the different cultures and the similarities that
make us all alike. This program
is open to any student or faculty
member who has a concern about
racial tensions within The College
of Wooster.
Beginning this spring we will
be offering a limited number of
openings to the "Shanli Partners"

program.
This program is designed for two purposes: To help
international students adjust more
easily to the American culture and
lifestyle and to offer American
students the opportunity to get to

cross-cultur- al

know

international

students

through friendship and their role
as a guide.
Any interested students may apply for the Shanti Partners program during the spring semester.
Following a screening interview,
each student will be matched with
an incoming international student.
Each Shanti Partner will be sent
information about his or her host
student during the summer so that
introductory letters may be exchanged before both students arrive in the fall.

The expectations of Shanti Partners include meeting with your
host student informally, sharing
information with him or her about
the campus, your interests and
background, and helping to answer the wide variety of questions
the new student will have regarding campus life, the American social scene, and simple aspects of
daily life which are new and different to the international student.
Also there will be weekly dinner
meetings for the first four weeks
of the semester for the new student and his or her host.
The diversity of our student
body is rich, but the rewards and
potential of this diversity can
Continued on page 4

tered around women's issues. Although this year many of our ideas for events seem to have taken
second chair to our academic obligations, we want to make every
effort to end the year on a note of
strength and optimism now that
I.S. is completed. In lieu of this,
then, we find ourselves nearing
April, which brings with it an exciting schedule of entertaining and
informative events.
for the creaBe on the look-otive writmg.bopkJetchcck.fuU.qf.
an assortment of prose and poetry

15-1-

phy.
Also happening here on the
College of Wooster campus the
week of April 20 will be the
Tenth Anniversary Celebration of

This reception will provide you
opportunity to informalwith Wooster alumni
speak
ly
about their career paths. These
men and women are willing to
share ideas with you about the
skills and education needed for
their occupations.
with

Che

and

Gregory N. Hopkins "76

the women's studies program.
There are many events scheduled
which include lectures by renowned feminist poet Adrienne
Rich ,and discussions of current
It
topics in women's issues.
promises to be an exciting week
for all. For further information
contact the chair of the women's
studies program.
For those of you who find yourselves overwhelmed with the idea
of attending all these events, keep
in mind that the Women's Resource Center remains a place of
recluse from the world for many.
I

--

Dorm Counselors Needed
Two dorm counselors. Science
Workshop for ILighschool Students: Male and Female, June
19-Ju- ly

Friday, April 15
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Lowry 119

Busi-

ness Economics ManagerSales

by MAGGIE REDIC

written by Wooster women. This
is our first and only publication
of the year, so it promises to be
worth the read.
Coming up Thursday April 14 is
the annual "Take Back the Night"
march. This, event begins in Lowry, Thursday evening at 7:30,
with an information session and
discussion about sexual harassment and rape. At approximately
9, we will leave Lowry as a group
and, bearing candles, walk around
the campus declaring our need to
feel safe alone at night. Last year
we had between 150 and 200 participants, women and men alike,
in this exciting and inspirational
event.
Because of the recent
frightening incidents in the women's dorms, we hope to see an
even greater turnout this year.
For those who are interested in
learning more about women in art
and academics, there will be a
Great Lakes College Association .
(GLCA) Annual Women's Studies
6
at Deni-so- n
Conference April
University. A fee of $15 will
cover room and board for one
night as well as admission to all
the events. There will be an art
exhibit, lectures, and performances, all by women. For more information, contact Heather Mur-

Forge a Path to the Future

Business
Economics
Economics

WRC takes back the night
It may seem unusual to some of
you out there that an organization
such as The Women's Resource
Center even exists. However, for
those people who find themselves
knowledgeable or even just curious about women's issues, the
WRC can be not only an informative resource but also a strong
support group. Within the WRC
office, which is downstairs in
Lowry near CD & P. and scattered
somewhat haphazardly on several
old bookshelves, is a rich assortment of books on birth control,
health, feminist thought, and even
The
some mighty fine fiction.
musty,
a
bit
though
itself,
room
is cheerful with a brightly colored
couch, several throw pillows, and
various posters and works of art.
It is a comfortable place to be.
The Women's Resource Center's
membership consists of a small
group of women who meet every
Thursday in Lowry 119 to discuss
the concerns of the day or the
events of the coming week.
Membership, however, needn't be
formal or even laden with commitment; in fact, it can be as easy as
bringing a concern to a meeting
or even simply your interest. We
are an informal, relaxed group,
and we enjoy using the meeting
time just to get to know one another.
In the past, the WRC has done a
good deal of programming cen-

A Career Reception

Presents:

1

Duties: Supervise social and dormitory activities for approximately 20 highschool students participating in science instruction in
biology, chemistry, physics, and
computer science. Responsibilities are shared with a female coun-

selor.
Criteria for selection:

Previous
experience as a counselor desired
but not required, verbal skills,
leadership potential, acquaintance
with, subject matter in workshop.
Compensation: $280, room and
board
Contact: D. Wise, Biology, ext.

2557

Merchandising Clorox Company
in Oakland, California
Peter Moore 78 Economics
Asst. Vice President Society Bank

Private Industries Division in
Cleveland
Michele Payne 85 Business

English
;

in Wooster

ADVERTISING
543-701-

Treat yourself to a new hairstyle today! A Style Cut is just
FIESTA HAIR
$6.99 and you never need an appointment.
5
FASHIONS, College Hills Plaza
Want a new look? WeVe got plenty of Hair Styling Books,
plus professional Stylists with good ideas and suggestions to
make you look and feel better! Priced to please your wallet!
FIESTA MIR FASHIONS, College Hills Plaza .263.-918263-918-

ut

.

5.

....

39 English
Retail
of a lumber company

Margaret McCoy
and

Speech-Retaili-

arch-owner

ng,

Rese-

in Mars, PA
Mary Neagoy '83 English- Publicist for NBC m New York
Carol S. Pancoast '64 English-Sch- ool
Board President, former
English instructor in Bay Village,
OH

Beth Steimel

'83

Speech-Spe- ech

Pathologist at the Wooster
Community Hospital
Joseph Williams 78
Analyst in
Washington DC
English-LobbyistPo-

Ec-

onomicsTreasury Specialist at
the Bank of Boston in Boston
Wendy Willey Shogner 83 EconomicsProduct Manager, Marketing. S muckers in Copley, OH
Rose Welter '83 Business Economics Financial Analyst- - Rubbermaid in Wooster

Philosophy

licy

;

James F. Leckman M.D. '69
Philosophy Academic and Clinical Psychiatry in Hamden, CT

History

s

Relations

and

International

Biology end Chemistry
Robert A. Irvia '43 Chemistry-As- st.
Oinical Profc of Pediatrics
Western Reserve Univ.
Case
at
School of Medicine in Cleveland.

Raymond D. Scott '59 History-Minis- ter
in Cincinnati
Svsm Stranahan '68 History-Edito- rial
Writer for the PhiladelInquirer
in Philadelphia
phia
"
and SocScience
Political

OH

iology

Diane Hamburger 71 Biology
Advertising Manager Director of

Marketing Communication for
Nako Chemical in Hinsdale, IL
Lee Limbird 70 Chemistry-Associ- ate
Professor of Pharmacology ar Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, TN

Andy

Baird

Science-Pea- ce

Political

'85

Corps, Teacher in

Wooster
'43 PolitRonsheim
M.
Milton
-

Science

ical

Editor-Publish-

er

(weekly) in Cadiz, Ohio
Alumni organized by Wooster
major

Housing Reminder
Upperclass room selection will be held next week.
Monday April 11, 9 pjn.
Wagner in respective buildings
Babcock.
Douglass,
Small Houses
Lowry Lower Promenade
Tuesday April 12, 9 pjn.
General Room
Lowry Lower Promenade
Wednesday April 13, 9 pjn.
General Room
Lowry Lower Promenade
Thursday April 14, 9 p.m.
General Room
Lowry Lower Promenade
p;.c hrimo nrinrit number card and student ID with you. Please be
,u.r. - tintm .. vnu nui be nresent when your number is called. In or-ler to increase the number of single rooms available for upperclass wom
inen. Holden Annex will be used to house upperciass women nau
cluding 25 singles for senior women. We hope to provde a fair distribu
tion of singles, and to accomoaaie returning swacm.
7--

Non-Progra-

m

7--

Draw-Senio-

rs

7--

CLASSIFIED

private practice

er,

Speech-Lawy-

Draw-Junio- rs

Tangiewood Country Club needs summer help: waiters, wa0
for interview.
itresses, bartenders. Call (216)

end Speech
70 English and

Margo Broehl

7--

Draw-Sophomor- es

SAB Film Previews
by FAISAL ANSARI
REAR WINDOW:

TOMMY:
Take a look at the star
credits-EltoJohn, Tina Turner,
Eric Clapton, Jack
Nicholson and the lead is Roger
Daltry from the 'Who'. This energetic rock opera is about the teenage pinball champion of the worlo
who also preaches salvation
Ken
through pinball playing.
Russell as director has composed a
musical that plays like a vaudevil-lia- n
show: mad, comical, irreverent, entertaining and very loud.
n

Ann-Margar-

et,

Jimmy Stewart is a photographer with a broken leg who
spends his idle time looking out
his window and into the lives of
his neighbors. Hitchcock, the
master of suspense, brings in
Grace Kelly as the romantic interest and both become embroiled in
an apparent murder coverup. After
watching dozens of Hitchcock imitators, this 1954 thriller seems
almost predictable and slowmoving.

Ich's this weekend
by QAISAR IMAN

Ichabod's this weekend will feature two live bands. On Friday,
Apr. 8, "City Heat, the 60's
Thing" will play from 11 p.m. to
2 a.m. The band also plays 70's
hits. It has performed at various
venues and has a very professional

.April 8, 1988
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set-u- p.

Then on Saturday night, Apr. 9,
band. "Puritans," will
play from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.
"Puritans" was the winner in "The
a college

Battle of the Bands" at Ich's last
Friday. The band features Courtney Miller, vocalist and guitar,
Vick DcMarco on bass, Dave
on drums and Erik Dahl, guitar. The band also performed at
"The Theatrical" on Wednesday
night.
According to DeMarco,
"Puritans" plays a mixture of classic rock, progressive and some
original pieces. Dave promises to
shake Ich's Saturday night!

Co-og- an

1987 Index is now available

The 1987 Wooster Yearbook, the Index, is now on sale
for $25 at Lowry Center Information Desk and will be sold
until supplies run out. Don't miss out on this opportunity.
coupon

SEVENTH SEAL:
A truimph of Swedish
film making, the Seventh Seal
ranks among the unforgettable
classics. Ingmar Bergman's allegorical drama is played out in
medieval Europe where a knight
(Max von Sydow) challenges
Death itself with a game of chess
and a promise to do a good deed.
A piercing, mystifying story of
mankind's transient nature.

Shanti
continued from page 3
only be realized through interaction, involvement, and communication. Shanti Partners offers the
opportunity for Americans and inr
ternational students to enjoy and
appreciate one another's differences and similarities. The idea is to
bring us all closer together as one
global community.
Applications may be picked up
from The Office of International
k
Student Affairs, located in
Hall room 107, The International Programs Office in Kauke
Hall room 233. or from Trond
ext. 2622.
Pccrscn. Box
For more information or questions, call Sarah Speir at ext.
2074 or Carolee Taipale at ext.
2406. For any questions about
the Shanti program in general
please contact Trond Peersen.
Bab-coc-

C-24-

72

--

Apply for Ich's DJ
spots for '88- - '89
Do you feel music at Ich's sometimes lacks the touch that makes
you dance on the floor for hours?
Well, if you think so and also feel
that you can bring that touch into
the music played, here is a great
chance for you!
The Ichabod's Committe of SAB
is selecting DJ's for Ich's for next
year.
Applications are already
available in the SAB office in
Lowry. The committee will go
over the applications and then
call in for interviews. The interviews would be competitive because the committee wants to
choose the best.
You don't have to be a DJ at
Ich's to apply. If you think you

have the potentiaCgo for it! The
committee is looking for creative
people with diverse interests so
that Ichabod's can offer music of
The
every kind for everybody.
regularly
play
will
DJ's selected
and would be paid.
They will also have a "DJ Retreat" during which they will go
to various radio stations to interact and learn more.
Remember this is only one of
the steps in the transition taking
You surely
place at Ichabod's.
Ichabod's
revived
new,
a
will find
next semester.
For further details, contact Keith
Nahigian. box 2379, ext. 2649 or
Dale Martin box 2189. ext. 2602.

A Hunger Cleanup
On Apr. 16 over fifty College

of Wooster students arc working
The
together to fight hunger.
participating groups are working
at various sites throughout the
city for three hours, cleaning up
the parks, collecting canned food
and maintaining houses for the
mentally handicapped.
Sponsors are the key to the
success of the project, because it
is through sponsorship of the par

that money
will be raised for the hungry.
ticipating students

Half of the proceeds are donated to
People to People food shelter,
which helps Wooster residents in
need. The other half of the donations are split equally between
American and foreign hunger concerns. Please make the day a success by donating to any participating student.

Open 9am - 10pm
Including Holidays

Buy One - Get One Free

Goody Combs or Brushes

629 Beall Avenue
Wooster, Ohio

Waoatcr Ltllo Only
Expire April 15. IMS

264-840- 4

dijfuSH
aaaeMeBMBMBHBlelftVaiMMSajaBBiiaeBaBBaMe"''

Film Developing
Discover, MasterCard and Visa
Accepted
Check Approval At All Checkouts
Travelers Express Money Orders
Cold Beer And Wine Available For

r

coupon

1 novat got his nam.. .but ho sure cleonod up
this town."

25

Off
Join thousands of students and help

DURO ART SUPPLIES

clean up America's hunger problem.

Takeout
Lottery Tickets

Wtaltr

Lacatloa Omly
Expires April IS, IMS

by the NMenH Student Campaiafi Aaatntt Hunoar
M Tmpl Hict, Bowery Mas ctimelti 02111 (17)
293-4S2- X
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Faculty Profile:

Noonan is player's coach
by WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE

.

Sheila Noonan, assistant profes- -'
sor of physical education at
Wooster since 1985, received her
B.S. at Denison in 1979. Surprisingly enough, Noonan majored in
geology at Denison, but she also
always participated in sports.
When she went to graduate school
to continue her work in geology,
she was taken away from much of
the sports activity. Even though
she got the chance to be an assistant coach of field hockey at

Ohio

State,

she

became

"disheartened with geology." So she turned her attention to
exercise physiology and received
her masters in it in 1981. Exer-

cise physiology,

Noonan

ex-

plains, is basically "how the body
responds to exercise" and it
"encompasses a broad range of
topics including the prevention
disease, exerof
cise, and
This focus on exercise physiology helps Noonan teach "exercise
nutrition and stress" and she is
also able to "do a lot with the
cardio-vascul-

ar

cardio-rehab-

."

teams she coaches on body composition, strength, and fitness."
Noonan presently coaches field
hockey, which is a "unique sport."
While it is the 2 sport for men
in the world, women play it predominantly here in America.
Noonan "enjoys the women oh
the team" because they are "great
quality people" and they "strive to
be the best they can be."
The other sport Noonan coaches
is lacross. This year the team is
"relying a lot on first year students." She says that lacross is
the "fastest game on two feet."
Also it is more "freelance than
In
something like basketball."
lacross "there is a lot of speed and
momentum change; you can hold
them off for a long time or score
quickly."
Noonan taught at Earlham for
four years, but then moved to
Wooster. When asked why she
came to Wooster, she said she
liked the fact that "it had a fine
academic reputation," and also
that it had a eood educational en

vironment for athletics. Noonan
also thinks that Wooster knows
"the true meaning of the student
athlete.
Besides lacross and field hockey, she also enjoys teaching a
course called "Women in Sport."

.

course discusses
the
"institution of sport" from a feminist
perspective."
This
This

0

CROWTHER- -

This week we are reviewing Bright
Lights. Big City starring Michael
J. Fox. and Keiffer Sutherland.
Fox plays Jamie Conway, an aspiring writer and full fledged yuppie. Sutherland plays Jamie's best
friend Tad Allagash who serves
mainly as the coordinator of Fox's
social life and his main supplier
of cocaine. The story takes place
during the week when Fox's character hits rock bottom as he loses
his job, confronts his wife who
left him two months earlier, and
faces the death of his mother
which occurred a year earlier. Fox
is also confronted with his need
to use cocaine to help dull the effects of these other crises in his
life. As one might guess, the cocaine only serves to augment
them.
KS: Well, Doug, this certainly
did not fulfill my "minimum film
enjoyment requirement" (to use
your term). I wondered what was
really going on with Conway until about the middle of the film,
and then I didn't care anymore. I
never sympathized with his character or felt pity for him, and I
felt like I was supposed to.
DC:
Gonna play rough, eh?
O.K., I agree with you that one
does not feel sympathy for Conway in the film, but I don't think
that you are ever supposed to; it's
not that sort of film. Conway
does not want pity, nor does he
feel that he is a victim of fate.

Both the character and the audience know why he has arrived at
his low point. The film is about
facing and conquering the problems which have led him to this
point and it does a good job in
this respect.
KS: I don't think that Conway
wants pity; I think that the film
tries to manipulate the audience
into feeling that way. The poor
guy, amidst all the bad things that
happen to him, we see that he
doesn't really want to party all the
time like his friend does; he feels
real bad about his mother, and he
becomes attracted to Tad's cousin,
a virgin (if not literally one, then
figuratively onethe symbolism
of the "Virginia" lamp by her bed
as she slept in her flannel nightgown was just too much).
DC: So what's your point?
KS: The symbolism was thick
enough to choke on. I mean,
come on... how often do you have
to beat us over the head with it?
DC: That is something I kind of
enjoyed about the film. The symbolism is used to introduce and
continue the broad themes present
throughout the film. Granted the
coma baby was a little too obvious and overdone as a symbol.
However, another symbol I did enjoy was in the opening scene
when we are introduced to Conway
and he describes himself as the
type of guy who used to get up
early in the morning, go out and
buy the paper and croissants for
breakfast. Throughout the movie
we only see glimpses of this

stable person in an unstable lifestyle, but then in the final scene,
after he has started to solve his
problems, sure enough he is eating bread early in the morning.
K S :
Well.i I felt those
"glimpses" were
Anyway, I know that you felt the
film was adapted rather obviously
from a novel; you mentioned to
me as an example the typewritten
"notes" before certain scenes.
However, that was one of the only
things I like about the film.
Well, Kathy, that pretty
DC:
much puts us in exact disagreement about every point of this
film. I did not like the way the
film looked like it was mimicking
a book; I thought it made the story choppy. At any rate, although
the story is clichd to death, it
was still avant garde enouch to
keep my attention.
KS: WelL as you can sec, Doug
and I don't sec eye to eye about
this film. Where I thought it was
weak and unbclicveable (Michael
J. Fox looked too young for the
part), Doug did enjoy it enough to
give it a recommendation.
Bright Lights, Big City is now
playing at the Lyric Twin Cinema
in downtown Wooster. The Lyric
will be getting Beetlejuice starring Michael Keaton on Friday.
As always Monday night is college I.D. night at the Lyric; movies are $2.50 with a valid colfor show
7
lege I.D. Call
heavy-hande-

d.

262-997-

times.
Grade:

DC:

B-

-

KS:

C'C- -

y

?
-

.-

"traditionally masculine domain is
rapidly changing for women,"
Noonan argues. The course questions the fact that there, arc more
women in sport, but that more and
more men arc coaching these
women. Women in Sport introduces the history, philosophy,
psychology, sociology, and physiology of sport, and then relates
each area to the others and sport
in general as the course progresses. So even though a student may
not be up to lacrosse or field
hockey with Noonan, he or she
may find Women In Sport, which
currently has 8 women and 7 men
in it, very rewarding.

tin si
,-

lioncSaylligliitliTlieNouies
by KATHY SABOL and DOUG

rV

ANNE BALDWIN WHITE

i

:

X-

--

-

u

s

-

MattDilyard

White's senior recital

Senior music major Anne Baldwin White will present her senior
piano recital on Sunday, Apr. 10,
at 4 p.m. in the Gault Recital Hall
of Scheide Music Center.
Her program begins with Beethoven's Piano Trio. Opus 1, No.
2, with Susan Limkemann, violinist and David Russell, cellist. After Schubert's Sonata, Op. 120 in
A, White will perform five other
pieces: Daquin's "The Cuckoo,"
Schumann's The Prophet Bird,"
Liszt's "St. Francis of Assisi
Preaching to the Birds," Griffes'
"The White Peacock," and Marti- -

nu's "Birds of Paradise Above the
Sea."
White currently studies piano
with Daniel Winter. She has won
The College of Wooster Concerto
Competition, the Southern Illinois University Young Artists'
Competition, the Fontbonne College Music Festival Competition,
and the MMTAMTNA State Competitions. White was also rated
"Top Talent" in the National Guild
Auditions. She currently participates in The Wooster Chorus and
The Wooster Choral Union.

SAB Travel: camp
or go to Michigan
An ovcrnightcr is planned for
this Friday and Saturday, April 8
and 9. S.A.B. is sponsoring a trip
to Dcarbornc, Michigan, home of
the Henry Ford Museum and
Greenfield Village. The vans will
leave from Lowry at 4:30 p.m. on
Friday. Students will be free to
spend that evening and all day
Saturday if they wish before heading back to Wooster at 7 p.m.
The cost is $35 per person which .
covers transportation and lodging.
The fee must be paid at the time
Please write down your
of sign-ufood sticker number at that lime,
also, to receive the bag supper
p.

provided for Friday night.
If adventure is what you had in
mind for the weekend, you may
want to try the camping trip to
Hocking Hills Valley that leaves
at noon this Saturday, April 9.
For $20 you get transportation,
campgrounds, tents, and a chance
to explore trails, caves, and waterfalls. Once again, your food sticker number and money are required
time. The van will reat sign-u- p
turn around 1 pjn. Sunday afternoon. More information on either trip is available at Lowry
Front Desk.
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IPO Column: The Crossing to London
by SUSAN GALE
This is a series of my experiences while studying in London
for a semester. It is an experience
that I have learned much from and
I hope to encourage all students to
consider studying abroad. I plan
to write of the good and the bad
and hope to provide interesting
insights into what it is like to
leave the United States for the
United Kingdom.
The plane took off, this time
not heading for Ohio. This is the
beginning of a seventeen hour
journey that would land me, a College of Wooster student, in the
middle of London. The trip was a
long and tiring one. I flew to
New York's Kennedy airport to
meet the rest of the students who
were to attend the same program
in London.
Of course, being a

Wooster student, I expected a
-

friendly guide from the program
wearing a "Hello! My name is..."
tag to meet and greet me. What I
discovered was hundreds of stu-

dents,

parents,

friends,

boy-

friends, girlfriends, brothers, sisters and dogs everywhere and they
all seemed to know each other already. Okay, so being the only
COW student on the program was
not going to be so easy...
The flight attendants were all
decked out in kilts (yes, just like
the Scot Band except these were
in more quiet colors).
They got
quite annoyed at the many students who insisted on wandering
around the plane to visit friends,
crowding the aisles. The attendants continually urged and finally
ordered all the students to sit
down, complaining that the food

carts were "very heavy and if one
runs over your feet it would be
quite painful." They tried every-

thing, even having the captain

make an announcement. Finally,
I think they just began to intentionally run down the irritating
students.
We arrived at Gatwick Airport at

4:30 a.m. (9:30 a.m. England
time). Our first challenge was Immigration. The man stared at my
passport and other papers which
prove I am a real person. The
program said I had to tell Immigration I was staying for under six
months or else I would have to
register with the police! Well,
why don't they just make me a
little more nervous! The Immigration man asked me why I was en- -

The DePaul University
Professional Master of Science
in Accountancy Program
1988 LA&S GRADUATES: A Special Announcement concerning Careers
in Business Specifically for Liberal Arts and

Sciences Students.

The School of Accountancy of DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois, a
leader in innovative accounting education, offers to selected graduates of prestigious
Liberal Arts and Sciences programs the Professional Master of Science in Accountancy.
The program is offered in conjunction with the nation's leading accounting firms, is
highly competitive, and restricted to students sponsored by the participating
accounting firms.
75-ye- ar

.

The

15-mon- th

program entails:

immediate (June 1988) employment in the Chicago office of a sponsoring
accounting firm.
an accelerated course of study in business and accounting
industry at Chicago's DePaul University.

a growth

Successful completion of the DePaul PMSA program results in:

A Master of Science in Accountancy degree from DePaul University
Full-tim-

e

business and accounting experience with a major accounting firm

Eligibility to sit for the CPA Examination in Illinois
Broad career opportunities, and advancement, in professional accounting with
your sponsoring firm.

Participation in the PMSA is restricted to candidates sponsored by participating
accounting firms.
The PMSA Program begins June 20, 1988.
For more information on the PMSA Program, contact the placement office on this
campus, which is cooperating with this program, or Dr. John T. Ahem, Jr., Director,
School of Accountancy, DePaul University, 25 E. Jackson, Chicago, Illinois 60604, (312)
341-877- 0.

I told him "to
tering England.
study." Then he really threw me
off.
"What are you going to
Well, gosh... I did not
study?"
know what classes I was going to
So, I just anbe taking yet.
swered, "Uh, communications."
He
Whew, he believed me.
stamped my passport "Leave to
enter for six months. Employment
prohibited" and off to customs I
went.
Customs is always amazing to
me. Why do they assume that the
black and Asian people are the
only ones that do illegal things
and should have their bags
searched? Not one white AmeriThis
can student was stopped.
was the beginning of a lesson I
was to learn many times over-bei- ng
white and American can, at
times, make things much easier
for a person.
As we drove away from the airport in the coach (what we usually
refer to as a bus) my first sight
So
was. ..a Texaco gas station.
much for culture shock, I thought
to myself, as we drove down the
wrong side of the road. Well, not
really the wrong side...
Culture shock was definitely a
part of my first days in London.
Until we found our own places to
live, we stayed in a hotel with no
showers. In Europe this is common, unlike in the US where a
shower is often considered a
nec-cessit-

a

destinations.
Well, this is all on the beginnings of my time in London.
There is so much to do and see
here that I doubt I could ever completely detail it all. So, I guess
youll just have to come and see it
yourself!

y.

Money was something else to
get used to. The first night in
London I went to a pub called the
"Slug and Lettuce." I handed the
man behind the counter a
note, which is equal to
about $9. He handed me a handful
of change. I was sure he had given me the incorrect change, but I
went back to the table and soon
learned that England uses pound
coins, not bills like the American
dollar. One of the first things to
buy before coming here is a good
coin purse, because one always
seems to be drowning in coins.
Another item to buy is a good umbrellait sure rains a lot here. At
least some things are the same as
at Wooster!
One of the first things we had
to do was to find a flat
(apartment) to live in. Our rent
seems expensive to me, but is inexpensive for living in London. I
five-pou-

was surprised to see that most of
the available flats had TVs. We
have a small kitchen, and I do
mean small; only three of us can
eat dinner at the same time. Our
landlord is wonderful and we have
a phone. This is another area of
difference between the two countries,
person in London may
have to wait as long as five
months to have a requested phone
Most of my friends
installed.
from the program do not have the
convenience of a phone and must
make do with the public phones
on streetcorners.
The transportation system in
London is excellent, though it is
expensive.- - The Tube (underground
subways) runs throughout the city,
and is safe and easy to use. The
bus system is a little more difficult to figure out, but riding on
the top of a double decker bus is a
lot of fun and a good way to see
the city. The only drawback is
that the regular transportation
system shuts down at about midnight leaving only a few "night
buses" to shuttle people to their

Students interested in studying
abroad should contact the International Programs Office, or Carolee
Taipale, in Kauke Hall.

nd

A GREAT PLACE

TO SHOP

GROCERIES
RESTAURANT
PHARMACY
PIZZA

CARRY-OU- T

OPEN TIL 9 p.m. DAILY

SUN.

1 1

a.m. to 5 p.m.

Urban Studies Club Presents

Prof. Tom Bier, a researcher at The Urban Center of
Cleveland State University

"Prospects

for Movement of the Rich Back Into
the City"

Monday April 1 1th at 5:00 p.m.
FACULTY LOUNGE (south) Dinner to follow
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Wooster baseball whips Denison and Tiffin
DAITf JACOBUS
f iVDttC
by. PAUL
1

.

.

The Fighting Scot Baseball
Team notched three more wins in
the victory column this past
weekend by defeating a talented
Denison Big Red ball club in a
doubleheader along with a determined team from Tiffin College.
With the addition of these victories, the Scots moved into first
place in the North Coast Athletic
Conference with a perfect 0
record and extended their overall
record to ten wins and three losses
for the year. Despite the wet conditions which the Scots have experienced all year, the team was
still able to maintain the winning
edge in preserving an impressive
seven game winning streak that
they presently hold.
The road trip to Denison was an
extremely important one for the
Scots in relation to their league
standings. The Big Red had taken
two games from perennial powerhouse Ohio Wesleyan the previous
week and a series sweep would put
the Scots into first place by themselves. And so, the team anxious
5--

ly awaited and carefully prepared
for a Friday doubleheader that
would eventually be cancelled due
to unfavorable weather. However,
the Scots came back the following
day under very similar conditions
with their typical hard hitting
philosophy determined to send
their long time rivals off the diamond with a pair of losses.
With impressive teamwork and
some honorable individual performances, the Scots did indeed carry
through with their original goal.
Knowing full well that his team
had not seen the Big Red in two
years because of cancellations,
coach Tim Pettorini made sure that
his squad was prepared to beat the

best.
Mike Hatfield
Senior
(Cincinnati) answered the starting
call once again by pitching a superb game allowing only two hits
and recording his second complete
game of the season in the Scots'
3
victory. Although Hatfield
aided the Denison offense by
walking seven batters, he still
co-capta-

in

7--

Men's and women's
tennis meets demands
by JEFF RETXER
The men's and women's tennis
seasons are now into full swing
with the schedules of both becoming increasingly demanding. After big victories against Ml Union and conference foe Allegheny,
the men suffered a 3 loss to Division I Bowling Green, and then
squeaked out a 4 win against
Cleveland State.
The men have been playing

7--

6--

7--

5--

consistantly
and the

6-- 3

improving tennis,

match against Bowl-

8--

ing Green was noted by coach
Hayden Schilling as "our best
play of the year." Steve Kuri,
winning convincingly at the 1
slot, and Al Harker and the team
of Dave Pros and Scott McCor-mic- k
winning at 4 and 2nd Doubles, respectively, gave the Scots
their three victories; with a total
matches, however, it
of five
was strong play from the top to
the bottom of the lineup that
sparked Schilling's comment.
This weekend the men travel to
Indiana to battle Depauw and Wabash; then they will be at home
on Tuesday to face conference
Kenyon. All three matches
3-s- et

ri-,v-

are certain to be tough ones for
the Scots.
Showing marked improvement
from last year, the women netters
head with quiet confidence to
Oberlin this weekend for the
With a 4
GLCA tournament.
record, the women have already
improved on last year's 9 performance and show no intention
of slowing down.
This week the Scotties sent
Malone home as 1 losers, then
fell to Division III powerhouse
Kenyon and Division I Akron.
Kirsten Patton, playing 1 for the
fourth consecutive year, and
Kathcrine Fleming, a first year,
student in the 5 position, have
displayed amazing consistency,
holding undefeated records until
the Akron match. Jennifer Young
and Estela Pereira, both sophomores, hold the 2 and 3 positions. ' and Shannon Day and
Joanne McAnlis. both first year
students, round out the lineup at
the 4 and 6 slots. It promises
to be only the first of many good
years for the young Scotties; so
be certain to catch their next
home action.

al

managed to grow stronger with
every inning in assuring his
fourth victory of the year in as
many starts. The second game of
the doubleheader was highlighted
by the strong arm of senior workhorse Greg Sagerman (Olmsted
Falls) who upped his record to 0
including one save for the year.
He made sure of the Scots' 1
victory by keeping Denison batters off balance all day with an array of sliders and fastballs.
To accompany a strong Wooster
defense, the Scots also produced
some very impressive batting statistics. Junior centerfielder Brent
Bizyak (Tarentum, Pa.) led the
way against Denison by collecting four hits including two home
runs in eight at bats to raise his
season average to .415. Sophomore left fielder Matt Hiestand
(.422, 3 HR). junior Cary McCon-nRob
(390), senior
Howerton (.354), and the steady

defeat the Big Red.
Following a well d erved two
day rest, the Scots tr eled to Tiffin where they puIV out an erratic
0
victory n one of the
smallest colleg' fields in the
state. The gam proved to be a
slugfest bee a' e of the shorter
outfield fences and Wooster batters responded with an awesome
display of power including four
home runs. The first few innings
looked bleak for starter John Jordan (Wooster) and fellow sophomores Marco Daniels (Mesa,
Ariz.) and Jim Robertson (Battle
Creek, Mich.) as Tiffin batters
produced numerous hits including
a second inning grand slam home
run. However, the mark of a great
and united ball club is the innate
ability to overcome the rough
spots and still keep confidence in
each other.
Wooster batters exemplified this
perfectly as they answered Tiffin's
plea for a high scoring affair by
going to work on the opposing
pitchers in the game's early mo- -.
14-1-

3--

8--

el

co-capta-

in

improvement of senior Mike
O'Brien (.238) also helped to provide the offensive punch needed to

Without the cutting and the
smooth connections the team can
not work as a whole. The Lady
Scots were thinking about what
shots to take and using give and
goes very well.
Coach Noonan stated, "The first
half was little rocky, but after
making adjustments Katrine Maier
and Bonnie Bay were able to stop
the fast break by using double
teaming. Bonnie Bay and Megan
Kerch played a very consistent
game and were the backbone of
the defense.
On die offensive end of the field
Nancy Heard and Anne Hanrahan

worked together like

a.

well-greas-

ed

machine. Heard, who has
become as valuable to this team
as a point guard is in basketball,

:

2-r-

scored four goals while Hanrahan
scored two goals. First year sto

un

co-capta-

in

ce

non-conferen-

CRUICE CHIPS
NOW HIRING

MF

Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pey piua
world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas.
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
&

Ext.
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by SUE HOLUNGSHEAD

Flynn

(Youngstown), starting his first
game as a Scot, ignited a rally in
the first inning by sending the
game's first pitch into right field
for a single. Rob Howerton then
stepped to the plate and blasted
the very next pitch over the right
homer and e
field fence for a
lead that would steadily grow
throughout the course -- of the
Kevin
game. Senior
Howard (Xenia). Matt Hiestand.
and Brent Bizyak also hit home .
runs and reliever Rich Danch
(Warren) preserved the win for
Daniels by earning his second
save of the year which, incidentally, breaks the record for most career saves by a Wooster pitcher.
The Scots will temporarily shift
their attention away from the
NCAC as the open their home
schedule this coming weekend
doubleheadwith a
er against a team from Geneva.

Summer

Women's lax edges
Ohio Wesleyan 9-- 8
Passing was the key to Saturday's win against Ohio Wesleyan
University. The Lady Scots had
something to prove after the Denison loss and they did so with a
9 to 8 win.
' Coach Sheila Noonan was very
pleased with the play of the team.
Passing is the key to lacrosse.

ments. Freshman Tom

I

"

go to Fiesta because.

dent Minna Jinn scored ; three
goals for the afternoon.
; The Lady Scots lost to Wittenberg last year and were determined
to win this year. On Wednesday
with four minutes to go in the
game it looked as if Jhey would.
The score was tied at eight
apiece. The game of lacrosse is
known for the sudden switches in
momentum; Wittenberg achieved
this and won the game i 12-Coach Noonan was very pleased
with the play of the offense in die
' first half; Jinn scored 4, Heard 3
and Morse had 2.
Susanna Holm had very fine
games both days, but her skill
showed against Wittenberg when
she had a 76 save percentage end
ended the game with an overall
percentage of 64.7. Coach Noo

A.

9.

,

nan hopes to see great things
come from Susanna in the games
to come. She had big shoes to
fill and Js filling them very weH.
The next games are home this
Continued on page 8

. like the way they style my hair.
Fiesta treats Customers with
courtesy and respect. My Stylist has
good ideas and tells me what to do
for my hair at home, too.
We carry
Redken homecare products!
Just Walk In!
No Appointments
Sun. 10-- 5
Sat.
Daily
8-- 8;

J3

8-- 6;

HAMPASMOMt

College Hills Plaza

263-918-

5
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Mens lacrosse drops two
A

.
bv
by BOB MURPHY
The Men's lacrosse team has put
forth disappointing showings in
their last two games, loosing to
Hamilton and Kenyon. This drops
the team's overall record to
pending the outcome of a game
played yesterday afternoon against
Wittenberg. The Scots are 1 in
NCAC conference play. Their next
home game is on Wednesday,
April 13, against Ohio Wesleyan,
an important
game.
Both these losses were disappointing as Wooster was not
showing the aggressiveness it had
earlier in the season. Against Hamilton (New York), the Scots were
and Kenyon had
outshot 42-226 shots compared to Wooster's
19. This left senior goal keeper
Tim DeReamer very busy during

The
loss to Hamilton last
Saturday was very troublesome for
the Scots, as they stayed close in
the first half, but were then blown
away in the second. In the first
half Frank Windsor, Tim Abrams,
Greg Savidge, and Konrad Gcsncr
scored in that order to put the
Scots within 1 goal at halflime.
However, the second half saw Hamilton put the Scots entirely on
the defensive, and Wooster scored
no more. Hamilton racked up 4
goals in the third quarter, and 5 in
the final quarter.
14-- 4

2-- 3.

0--

in-confere-

nce

8,

both games, making 17 total
saves for the Kenyon game.

The game against Kenyon last
Tuesday was the home opener for
the Scots, Kenyon Lords started
out on top and were able to keep
it that way through the rest of the
game. Kenyon scored two goals in
the first quarter, and another in

the second, whereas Wooster only

scored one goal in the second
quarter, by Frank Windsor, off an
assist from Konrad Gesncr. This
left Wooster behind 1 at the
3--

half.
The third quarter saw neither
team score, as both were playing
tight defense and were less aggressive on goal. In the last quarter,
two goals were scored very quickly by Kenyon, putting them up
College of Wooster freshman
Steve Davidow scored for the
Scots finally in the last quarter,
but another goal by the Lords before the end of the game resulted
in a 2 final in favor of the
Lords. Coach Jon Hind was not
pleased at all with this loss to
Kenyon, feeling that the team was
very lethargic, especially in offense.
5-- 1.

6--

Scierka breaks record

by STEPHANIE KAZMIERSKI

This past iweekend, the Lady
Scots went head to head with
some tough competition, including Division I Ohio University
and Akron University.
The Lady Scots took second
place in each of four relays. Uni-v-

er

Buhkala,

Shelley

Joyce,

Stephanie Kazmierski, and Colleen McCauley ran the 4x100 and
4x200; the 4x800. relay was run
by Patty Smanik, Katie Keller,
Stephanie Scierka, and Tonya
and Holly Halterman,
Smanik, McCauley, and Kazmierski ran the 4x400.
On Friday, the first day of the
meet, Kazmierski won and qualified for the national championhurdles
ship in the
Ar-boga- st;

400-met-

W.A.A.

April 8, 198$
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er

while Halterman showed she has
potential to do the same, placing
fourth. Halterman also placed sec-

in

ond

the

100-met-

er

high

hurdles. Univer Buhkala was as
impressive as ever, taking first
place in both the long and triple
jumps; Buhkala will be competing in both these events at the
national championship.
Saturday saw its own share of
excitement as McCauley ran a
12.7' in the
dash, taking a close second
in that event. Stephanie Scierka
set a new school record in the
5,000-metrun with a time of
18:26.5. "Steph ran an excellent
race," said Assistant Coach Dennis Rice; "she shattered the
barn-burni-

100-met- er

ng

er

record," of 18:4 1.8. set by Linda
Stevenson in 1987.)
Katie Keller added the
run to her plans at nationals
when she qualified Saturday in a
time of 4:423, exactly on mark
with the qualifying standard. Keller ran very well, according to
both Rice and Head Coach Craig
Penney, but both think she can
run much better, and will at the
national meet.
Other fine performances were
turned in by Linda Stevenson and
Kristi Bender, both in the 5000,
and by Rowena Tan in both the
long and triple jumps. This weekend the women will travel to Miami for another hot invitational
meet.
1500-met-

er

Track on the right track
by CHUCK BRADY
At the midjjoint of their outdoor season, the Wooster men's,
track team is poised to make a run
at their first ever outdoor conference championship. With a productive spring break trip to Florida State University behind them,
the Scots sent half their squad to
the Ohio University Relays this
past weekend where they competed
with such Division 1 teams as
Eastern Michigan. Ohio U, and
Akron, as well as conference rival
Denison.
While no team score was kept
at the OU meet, the Wooster runners made a fine showing. Things
began with an excellent run by
the 400 meter relay team of Nick
Young, Terry Carter. Phil Caputo.
and Kevin Hicks. Their time of
43.08 seconds was good for 4th
place overall and is one of the top
times by any team in the North
Coast Conference. Carter and Caputo also turned in Conference
qualifying times in the 100 meter
dash running 11.1 and 11.2 respectively. Aubrey Monroe also
qualified for Conference in the
400 meter hurdles with a time of

continued from page 7
Saturday against Oberlin (10 a.m.)
and Earlham (2 a.m.). The Lady
Scots then travel to Kenyon on
Wednesday.
Coach Noonan is
looking forward to the return of
With
center Maria Theophilis.
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--
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white McGaw walls).
If you are using a prescription
drug, be sure to ask your doctor if
it will increase your photosensitivity (many acne medicines and
birth control pills have this effect).
When choosing a sunscreen,
you must know your skin and your
expected purpose for the screen.
: Though sunscreens with PABA are
currently the favorite block, they
may cause rashes on people with
sensitive skin. Also, if you expect to be in the water, make sure
your screen is waterproof. Water
does not protect your skin from
the UV rays, and the reflection
from the water's surface in fact
magnifies the burning effects.
Bronzing your body can be fun (if
you don't mind wrinkles when
you're thirty), but be smart about
it. See you on McGaw!

for the conference track title.

Maria back in the game Sarah
Heath can then move back to defensive wing to make the team
stronger overall and give them
more depth.

w

Got
IS

Experience the
tempting aromas at

Littb Venice Rislorairto

by STEPHANIE KAZMIERSKI
--

rs

-

Sunworshipping safety
Over 90 of skin cancer results
from sun exposure.
About 8,000 people died of
skin cancer in 1987.
Cosmetically speaking, tanning
can also cause premature aging
and wrinkling of the skin, effects
which are not reversible no matter
how much moisturizer you put on.
So, what can you do?
Begin tanning gradually, using
a sunscreen every time you are out
in the sun, even after you have a
"base tan."
Choose a waterproof sunscreen,
especially if participating in outdoor sports.
Apply the sunscreen half an
hour before you go out.
If possible, avoid direct sunlight between the hours of 10
a.m. amd 2 p.m.
Be wary of and avoid reflected
light (from sand, snow, large

Tri-ve-

Women's lacrosse

Column

The Sun God worshippers were
out in full force this past Tuesday,
on top of McGaw, out on the
Quad, next to Holden...you name
it; they were everywhere. Not to
be hypocritical, I must admit I
was one of them, soaking up the
rays before the tcmpermental Ohio
weather changed... again. I also
spotted quite a few people Tuesday
evening and Wednesday "sport in'
the burn," as it was coined. Hey,
let's be careful out there, ok? I
know your mother has told you
this before, and I'm telling you
now: you have to lake care of
your skin.
Tanning your flesh
does not have to be painful or
dangerous, if you are careful. Here
are a few things to keep in mind:
Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer.
One in three Americans will be
diagnosed as having skin cancer.

In the distance
56.3 seconds.
has the
Wooster
events, where
most depth, the Ohio U meet
brought mixed results. Chris
ran a personal best 10,000
meters, as did Aaron Davies in the
3000 meter steeple chase (9:59),
and Chuck Brady and Rob Noble
in the 1500 meters with times of
4:01 an 4:04 respectively. Todd
Fach, a former conference champion in the steeplechase, had a difficult time in that event, running
9:44 to lead all Wooster runners,
but far off of his best time. Similarly Scott Michalek competed in
the 5000 meters and ran far below
his usual ablility, running a
15:58. Even so. all the above
runers have managed to qualify for
the conference meet in their respective events. The runners and
distance coach Dennis Rice attribute some of the slow times to a
dificult week of workouts. As the
team begins to tone down for the
conference meet in May. times
should drop and Wooster should
be right in the thick of the hunt

Where Italian Food is at its best

--

Mon-S- at

ll:00am-9:00p- m

Sun ll:00am-- 3 :00pm
Domestic and Imported Beer &Wine

Litth Venice Ristcranio
146 S. Market St.
Wooster, Ohio 44691
(216)

ML

264-68-

89

Serving Pizza and Finger Food
between 9 and 11

Fri & Sat

M

M

